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BREAKDOWN OF REGISTRATION PAPERWORK - WHY DOES THE CLUB NEED THIS? 

  

CalSouth Registration Form 
 
This signed and dated form gives the club permission to register a player for the stated season. It also serves as a 
medical waiver for the named player. A Parent/Guardian signature is required, as well as initials acknowledging 
the roster freeze. 
 
Seasons are defined as follows: 
The Fall season covers a full year, August1st through July 31 the following year. The associated player card is 
valid and can be used for the full 12 months, as long as the player is in good standing and remains with the club. 
The Spring Season allows a club to register a player on January 1st. The associated player card for Spring is valid 
through July 31st. Most tournaments will accept a mix of seasonal player cards, with the exception of State and 
National Cups. 
The Summer Tournament Season allows a club to register a new player on May 1st. This card is valid for the 
summer tournament season until July 31st. Because of the short season the cost for this card is less than the fall 
and spring cards. 

 

Medical Liability Waiver ( the lower portion of the CalSouth player registration form) 
 
This portion of the CalSouth Registration form is the main reason to keep them in the team binder; accessible to 
game and event officials at all times. In the event of a player injury, the signed form will allow event staff to obtain 
medical treatment in the absence of a parent or guardian. It also provides the injured player with insurance 
coverage (see  https://calsouth.com/insurance/ for details. 
 

 

Birth Certificate/Proof of Age 
 
Registrars are required to verify the date of birth and full legal name when adding new players to the CalSouth 
player database. Also, if there are discrepancies between the birth certificate provided and information contained 
in an existing player profile, it is important that we have documentation to request corrections. 
Current privacy concerns have mostly halted the practice of carrying birth certificates in the team binder. Players 
have 48 hours to provide an original document proving age/identity if concerns arise. Higher level tournaments will 
sometimes require copies or originals to be carried; this will be stated in the event rules. 

 



Player Pass ID/ Photo 
 
Player passes are issued seasonally to teams so that players can be verified quickly on the field by 
game officials. Players must upload a current photo to the portal with their registration so their new 
player pass reflects a current photograph. Sunglasses, hats, filters, or companions are not acceptable. 
 

 

Concussion Fact Sheet for Parents/Sudden Cardiac Arrest Prevention Protocols 
NEW INITIATIVES FOR 2020 

State of California Assembly Bill No. 2007 requires that on a yearly basis, a 
concussion and head injury information sheet must be signed and returned by the 
athlete and athlete’s parent or guardian before the athlete’s initiating practice or 

competition 
 
In 2019 and 2020 several statewide initiatives were introduced that aim to protect minor athletes from 
suffering the damaging effects of head injuries or sudden cardiac arrest while playing their sport. The 
initiatives require that parents have been informed about the possible outcomes of such injuries prior to 
letting their child on the field. 
 

 

Utility Bill 
 
Some of our chapters train in cities that have specific residency requirements. The club is 
required to provide proof of residency before those cities will allow those teams to rent space on 
their fields. Current utility bills are the most widely accepted proof of residency.  
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